Compensation Plan Details

Weekly Customer Fast Start Bonus
As an Independent Brand Partner (IBP), you earn a
20% weekly retail bonus on the first order of your
new customers who purchase through your
replicated website. The weekly sales pay period
runs Friday-Thursday. The Fast Start Bonus is
paid every Friday based on the sales from the
previous week’s pay period. There are no personal
volume requirements to earn Retail Commissions.

WEEKLY CUSTOMER FAST START BONUS

20%
$100 Retail x 20% = $20
Earn 20% profit on the first product order of your new customers.
There are NO volume requirements to earn retail commissions.
*50% of customer volume goes into the other parts of the plan.

Weekly IBP Fast Start Bonus

WEEKLY IBP FAST START BONUS

When you enroll another IBP, you earn a Fast Start
Bonus paid from the products inside the Enrollment
Pack they choose. The percentage you earn is
based on your current paid rank. Star-Makers and
above earn 3 levels of pay. The weekly sales pay
period runs Friday-Thursday. The Fast Start Bonus
is paid every Friday based on the sales from the
previous week’s pay period.

Monthly Customer Retention Bonus
You can earn 10-20% of the retail sales amount
when your customers reorder the Celljetics
products. The amount you earn is based on the
number of customers and the total retail volume
achieved during each calendar month. See the
sliding scale to the right. You only need five
customers and a total of $300 in retail volume to
receive 20% commission.

Level

Brand Partner

Star-Maker

1

10%

15%

2

10%

10%

3

5%

Paid on the first product enrollment pack of your new Brand Partners.
*50% of fast start volume goes into the other parts of the plan.

MONTHLY CUSTOMER RETENTION BONUS

Earn up to 20%
10% on customer reorders
15% (3 customers and a total of $150 orders)
20% (5 customers and a total of $300 orders)
There are NO volume requirements to earn a retail commission.
*50% of customer volume goes into the other parts of the plan.

Income Disclaimer: This document and illustrations are only for educational purposes and is not intended to serve as a guarantee of income. Success in this business
requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills. The average participant in this business earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some
earn much more.
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Personal Production Rebate (PPR)
This is one of the most exciting parts of our plan
because your Rank achieved is locked in for 12
months.
All of your personal orders, customer orders, and
brand partners in your personal enrollment tree
adds to your total volume (PTQV). You can earn
up to 15% on your total PTQV. You can also earn
the wholesale difference between the percentage
level of your personally sponsored brand partners.

PERSONAL PRODUCTION REBATE
Rank

PTQV

%

Star-Maker

2000

15%

4-Star

1000

10%

3-Star

500

7%

2-Star

200

5%

1-Star

100

3%

0

0%

IBP

For qualification and to earn commissions, you need a minimum of 80 PGQV
during the calendar month. You can count 100% of the volume of any one leg up
to 4-Star. The maximum volume counted per leg to qualify as Star-Maker is 80%.
Any achieved rank is locked in for 12 months.

There are no pay levels. You earn a differential
bonus (%) between your rank and the rank of
your personal enrolled brand partners, plus a
rebate back on your own personal orders.

For example, if you are at the Star-Maker level (15%) and have personally sponsored someone who
is at the 2-star level (5%), you would earn 10% of their total Personal Team Volume.
The minimum Personal Group Qualifying Volume (PGQV) you need to earn this bonus is just 80
PGQV. There is no personal enrollment requirements to advance up to the rank of 4-Star. It’s only
based on your total group volume, not how many people you sponsor. To qualify as a Star-Maker,
you would need two personally sponsored brand partners with no more than 80% of the volume from
one leg.
This commission is paid monthly on the 10th of the following month.
Income Disclaimer: This document and illustrations are only for educational purposes and is not intended to serve as a guarantee of income. Success in this business
requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills. The average participant in this business earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some
earn much more.
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Star-Maker Generation Override
This bonus is paid when you achieve the level of Star-Maker and have at least one Star-Maker in
your personal organization. Since your Star-Maker in your team has reached the 15% level, you no
longer earn the wholesale difference on the PPR sliding scale. Therefore, you can qualify to earn a
3% override on the Star-Maker’s total monthly group volume.
We refer to this as a “generation” override because it’s not based on the level of every brand partner,
it’s based on all the orders under each Star-Maker regardless of their level. Your first Star-Maker
could start on your second or third level in your personal enrollment tree, but that would be
considered your first generation Star-Maker. You can earn 3% on as many as 5 generations of StarMakers. See the chart below.

PERSONAL TEAM COMMISSIONS
PERSONAL PRODUCTION REBATE
Rank

PTQV

%

STAR-MAKER GENERATION OVERRIDE
Star-Maker

1K

2K

5K

10K

50K

80

80

80

80

80

2

3

4

4

5

Star-Maker

2000

15%

PGQV

4-Star

1000

10%

Minimum PA

3-Star

500

7%

2-Star

200

5%

1-Star

100

3%

0

0%

IBP

For qualification and to earn commissions, you need a minimum of 80 PGQV
during the calendar month. You can count 100% of the volume of any one leg up
to 4-Star. The maximum volume counted per leg to qualify as Star-Maker is 80%.

Star-Maker Generations
1
2
3
4

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

5

3%

For qualification, the maximum volume counted per leg is 80%.

Example: One of your Star-Maker’s total group volume equals 5,000 x 3% = $150 Override
This plan has dynamic compression to keep paying all qualified Star-Makers as many as five
generations. A qualified Star-Maker still earns on non-qualified Star-Maker volume. The
compression is in place so the generations are not blocked by non-qualified Star-Makers. This
allows our Star-Makers to earn the maximum commissions.

The maximum total volume a brand partner can count from one leg is 80%. This means you only
need to produce 20% in outside volume to be qualified to earn the generation override. This
commission is paid monthly on the 10th of the following month.

Income Disclaimer: This document and illustrations are only for educational purposes and is not intended to serve as a guarantee of income. Success in this business
requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills. The average participant in this business earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some
earn much more.
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Trifinity Team Bonus
The Trifinity is exciting because you can work together with your team regardless of where they are
positioned in the tree because there are no levels. You can earn on the total volume, not a limited
number of levels like you have with a unilevel or matrix compensation plan. You could place
someone 100 levels deep and earn as much as you would if they were placed on your first level.
Each IBP can build three teams and are allowed to place their personally enrolled brand partners anywhere in the
Trifinity tree. It’s recommended to place your new brand partners at the bottom of one of your three legs. Please consult
with your upline sponsor and leaders for the best team strategy. You have up to 7 days to place the people you enroll
out of the Holding Tank and into the Trifinity tree.
You qualify for the Ranks listed below based on your monthly Trifinity team volume. When you meet the specific criteria
for a particular rank, you earn the Trifinity bonus associated with that rank. Once you achieve a rank, you are always
recognized at that rank, but the amount you earn is based on your monthly volume for each month thereafter.
Matching Bonus: When you reach the level of Platinum, you are eligible to earn a 25% Matching Bonus on the Trifinity
commission from the people you personally sponsor.
Infinity Bonus: At the Emerald level, you can start earning 1% on your total Trifinity team volume. As you advance to
Crown, you can earn 5% on your entire volume. As other brand partners advance in your three legs to Emerald and
beyond, you earn the difference between the percentage you qualify for and the percentage they qualify for.

One-Time Rank Bonus: Starting at the Bronze level, you will receive a rank advancement bonus based on your
monthly volume and rank in the Trifinity. If you achieve two or more new ranks in the same calendar month, you will
receive all the bonuses for each rank you achieved that month. The Rank Bonus is a one-time payment from Bronze to
Emerald. Diamond, Blue Diamond, Black Diamond and Crown Diamond rank bonus will be paid in five, equal monthly
installments for the months you maintain your newly achieved rank.

TRIFINITY TEAM BONUS
PGQV

PA

TDQV

Max %
One Leg

Bronze

80

2

1,000

60%

600

$50

$50

Silver

80

3

2,500

60%

1,500

$100

$150

Gold

80

3

5,000

60%

3,000

$200

Platinum

80

4

8,000

60%

4,800

$300

25%

$600

Ruby

80

5

14,000

60%

8,400

$500

25%

$1,000

Sapphire

80

5

30,000

50%

15,000

$1,000

25%

$2,000

Emerald

80

5

50,000

50%

25,000

$2,000

25%

1%

$3,000

Diamond

80

5

100,000

45%

45,000

$4,000

25%

2%

$15,000

Blue Diamond

80

5

200,000

45%

90,000

$8,000

25%

3%

$25,000

Black Diamond

80

5

300,000

40%

120,000

$12,000

25%

4%

$50,000

Crown Diamond

80

5

600,000

40%

240,000

$25,000

25%

5%

$75,000

RANK

Max TDQV
One Leg

Trifinity

Matching
Bonus

Infinity

One-time Rank
Bonus

$250

Must have at least one personal active (PA) brand partner in a leg to earn commission from that leg.

Income Disclaimer: This document and illustrations are only for educational purposes and is not intended to serve as a guarantee of income. Success in this business
requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills. The average participant in this business earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some
earn much more.
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Rank Advancement Descriptions
Independent Brand Partner (IBP)
Join Celljetics by paying the enrollment fee or by
purchasing an enrollment pack to participate in the
Celljetics business opportunity and compensation
plan.

Personal Production Rebate (PPR)
1-Star (3%)
An active IBP who achieves 100 Personal Team
Qualifying Volume (PTQV) in one calendar month.
2-Star (5%)
An active IBP who achieves 200 Personal Team
Qualifying Volume (PTQV) for the Personal
Production Rebate in one calendar month.
3-Star (7%)
An active IBP who achieves 500 Personal Team
Qualifying Volume (PTQV) for the Personal
Production Rebate in one calendar month.
4-Star (10%)
An active IBP who achieves 1,000 Personal Team
Qualifying Volume (PTQV) in one calendar month.
Star-Maker (15%)
An active IBP who achieves 2,000 Personal Team
Qualifying Volume (PTQV) for the Personal
Production Rebate in one calendar month.

Gold
An active IBP who has (3) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 5,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying Volume
(TDQV) in the same calendar month.
Platinum
An active IBP who has (4) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 8,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying Volume
(TDQV) in the same calendar month.
Ruby
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 14,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying
Volume (TDQV) in the same calendar month.

Sapphire
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 30,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying
Volume (TDQV) in the same calendar month.
Emerald
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 50,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying
Volume (TDQV) in the same calendar month.
Diamond
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 100,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying
Volume (TDQV) in the same calendar month.

Trifinity Team Ranks

Blue Diamond
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 200,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying
Volume (TDQV) in the same calendar month.

Bronze
An active IBP who has (2) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 1,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying Volume
(TDQV) in the same calendar month.

Black Diamond
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 300,000 Trifinity Downline Qualifying
Volume (TDQV) in the same calendar month.

Silver
An active IBP who has (3) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 2,500 Trifinity Downline Qualifying Volume
(TDQV) in the same calendar month.

Crown Diamond
An active IBP who has (5) personally enrolled active
IBPs and 600,000 TDQV in the same calendar
month.

Income Disclaimer: This document and illustrations are only for educational purposes and is not intended to serve as a guarantee of income. Success in this business
requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills. The average participant in this business earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some
earn much more.
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Active IBP
Has a minimum of 80 PGQV from your personal
and/or customer orders in a calendar month to be
considered an active IBP to earn commissions and
rank qualifications.

Trifinity Tree
This tree includes all IBPs that are in your Trifinity
team either from your personal sponsorship team
and those who have been placed in your Trifinity
team.

Personal Active (PA)
This is referred to how many personally sponsored
active brand partners with at least 80 PGQV for the
month.

Total Downline Qualifying Volume (TDQV)
This is the total volume generated from your three
teams in the Trifinity Tree. This volume is used to
calculate and pay the Trifinity bonuses.

Personal Team Qualifying Volume (PTQV)
This is the total volume generated from your entire
personal sponsorship team including Star-Makers
and above. It is used for qualifications and
commissions for the Personal Production Rebate
and the Star-Maker Generation Override.

Holding Tank
When you enroll a new IBP, they will be placed in
your Holding Tank. You will have 7 days to place
your newly enrolled IBP in an available position in
the Trifinity Tree.

Enrollment Sponsor
When you enroll another IBP, they are considered
your personally enrolled brand partners. You, in
turn, are referred to as their Enrollment Sponsor.
Placement Sponsor
Placement is referred to as the position the Brand
Partner is placed in the Trifinity Tree. Each brand
partner will have an enroller and placement sponsor.
Star-Maker Generations
This is referred to and used to calculate the
commissions for the Star-Maker Generation
Override. A generation represents your entire
personal team of Star-Makers and their total PGQV.
Sponsorship Tree
This tree includes all the IBPs you personally
sponsored and the IBPs they have personally
sponsored throughout your entire organization. This
tree is used to earn commissions from the Personal
Team Commissions. There is no placement in the
Sponsorship Tree.

Compression
Prior to paying the Star-Maker Override, if any StarMaker within your organization is not qualified, then
the next Star-Maker under them will be “compressed
up” to take their place. This prevents blockage and
assures our Star-Makers they are earning maximum
commissions.
Lifetime Rank
Once an IBP achieves a rank, they will always be
recognized at the highest rank they achieved even if
they do not continue to meet the performance
requirements for that rank.
Paid-As Rank
This is the rank a brand partner is paid based on
their current monthly qualification achieved.
SmartShip
Is a monthly subscription order to have your
products shipped automatically each month. It is not
required to earn commissions in the Celljetics
compensation plan.
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